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Let your imagination soar 

Journey overview 

Create your own adventure among the rich wildlife and magnificent 

landscapes of Botswana. The unseasonal low-water conditions in the 

Okavango Delta have also opened up the opportunity to explore the 

multitude of islands that would normally be inaccessible. These 

conditions have shaped another kind of rare beauty resulting in 

absolutely brilliant game viewing. Guided walking safaris have never 

been better either.  

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ITINERARY: 

� andBeyond will donate a camera trap per guest booking valued at 

USD 240 to aid our conservation efforts in support of research 

initiatives like the African Wild Dog Dispersal Study 

� Okavango Delta: a bird-lovers paradise 

� Expansive views and prime wildlife experiences 

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR ADVENTURE: 

� Spoil yourself with an unforgettable Botswana wilderness 

experience and book a helicopter flight over the Okavango Delta. 

This thrilling adventure offers awe-inspiring aerial views of this 

dramatic water-wonderland. 

� Stand in awe of the majestic Victoria Falls - be sure to add it on! 

SPECIALLY CREATED FOR: 

� Honeymoons and those in search of romance 

� First time travellers to Africa 

� Wildlife enthusiasts 
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Expect the extraordinary 

andBeyond Xaranna Okavango Delta Camp 

Okavango Delta, Botswana 

Day 1 

Put your feet up during your 2 night stay at andBeyond Xaranna 

Okavango Delta Camp in a Safari Tent with indoor bathtub and 

al fresco shower, sala and private plunge pool. Your stay 

includes three meals daily, soft drinks, house wines, local brand 

spirits and beers, refreshments on game drives, scheduled 

safari activities, emergency medical evacuation insurance, 

laundry as well as transfers to and from the airstrip. 

Included activities: 

� Game drives 

� Guided walking safaris 

� Seasonal mokoro trips 

� Seasonal motorized boat excursions 

� Seasonal fishing 

Recommended activities (at additional cost): 

� Scenic helicopter flight 

Day 2  

Included activities: 

� Game drives 

� Guided walking safaris 

� Seasonal mokoro trips 

� Seasonal motorized boat excursions 

� Seasonal fishing 

Recommended activities (at additional cost): 

� Scenic helicopter flight 
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Expect the extraordinary 

andBeyond Xaranna Okavango Delta Camp 

Okavango Delta, Botswana 

Perfectly positioned within an exclusive 25 000 hectare 

wilderness concession, andBeyond Xaranna Okavango Delta 

Camp boasts breathtaking views out over a permanent channel 

of the Okavango Delta. The overall atmosphere of the Camp is 

cool, light and airy, in keeping with its gentle geographic 

location on the Delta. The nine sleek ensuite safari tents are 

organic in design with a combination of canvas and bleached 

timber, delicately decorated in shades of fatigue (khaki) and 

soft lily pink. Each tent boasts a romantic sala, private plunge 

pool, indoor bathtub and al fresco shower. The guest areas are 

all positioned carefully to maximise the sweeping views out 

across the channels. The intimate guest sitting area boasts a 

spacious reading area, perfect for afternoon relaxation. The 

elevated dining area features shady verandas with mesmerising 

views leading out onto an open air boma, where exotic candlelit 

dinners are served under the stars. A fully-stocked Safari Shop 

offers chic safari gear, African art and jewellery. 

WHAT WE LOVE ABOUT ANDBEYOND XARANNA OKAVANGO 

DELTA CAMP 

� Staying at Xaranna Okavango delta camp will afford you a 

chance to experience a breath taking mokoro ride which 

is normal concluded by wet leg drink stop in the middle of 

the delta. (Seasonal - dependent on water levels) 

� Have a picnic lunch delivered to your suite and enjoy it 

whilst sitting on the top step of your private plunge pool. 

� Venture to the end of the jetty to gaze at the magnificent 

star studded sky skies, and ask your guide for a fascinating 

star gazing session. 

� Add some creamy Amarula to your porridge to kick start 

your morning. In chilly winter months relish homemade 

porridge around the roaring fire and watch the blazing sun 

rise. 

� Indulge in a deeply relaxing massage next to your 

glimmering private pool at your sala. 

� Embark on a fascinating tour of the solar power plant, and 

learn about our cutting edge technology in the middle of 

the Delta. 

� Take to the skies on a scenic helicopter flight, arguably 

one of the best ways to see the Delta from a different 

perspective. 
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Expect the extraordinary 

andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge 

Okavango Delta, Botswana 

Day 3 

Marvel at the endless beauty of the Okavango Delta as you fly 

over the massive expanse of this inland lake in a scenic 

helicopter flight to andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari 

Lodge (Approximately 20 minutes). 

Reawaken your soul during your 2 night stay at andBeyond 

Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge in a Suite with indoor and 

outdoor shower. Your stay includes three meals daily, soft 

drinks, house wines, local brand spirits, beers, refreshments on 

game drives, scheduled safari activities, emergency medical 

evacuation insurance, laundry as well as transfers to and from 

the airstrip. 

Included activities: 

� Game drives 

� Guided walking safaris 

Day 4 

Included activities: 

� Game drives 

� Guided walking safaris 

Recommended activities (at additional cost): 

� Massage: Quiet Mind Journey 
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Expect the extraordinary 

andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge 

Okavango Delta, Botswana 

andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge is situated on a 

permanent channel of the Okavango Delta, adjacent to Moremi 

Game Reserve. With exclusive traversing rights over 270 km2 of 

wilderness in a private concession, this site was specifically 

chosen for its extraordinary beauty and proximity to the game-

rich grassy plains. andBeyond Sandibe’s raised guest areas and 

suites look out onto the Santantadibe Channel, providing 

spectacular Okavango Delta views. 

Drawing its inspiration from nature, the lodge blends into the 

landscape, providing an experience that is serene, earthy and 

organic. Secluded plunge pools and outdoor showers in each of 

the twelve suites allow guests to feel part of the forest, while 

private fireplaces warm the African nights once the sun goes 

down. Clever constructed, indoor and outdoor lounging places 

create cosy nooks ideal for private dining beneath the stars. An 

interactive kitchen and interpretive naturalist library 

encourage guests to become one with the surroundings and to 

enjoy every aspect of the Delta experience. 

WHAT WE LOVE ABOUT ANDBEYOND SANDIBE OKAVANGO SAFARI 

LODGE 

� Indulge in a full-day picnic with your guide, tracker and 

butler. Enjoy a morning of game viewing, take a siesta 

under the large jackalberry and fig trees. It is a magical 

experience. 
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Expect the extraordinary 

Departure 

Okavango Delta, Botswana 

Day 5 

After a mouth-watering breakfast, we wave a fond farewell. 



Journey overview 

What’s included: 

� Accommodation inclusions as per itinerary above 

� Meals on a full board basis at each lodge 

� Soft drinks, house wine, local brand spirits, local beer, teas and coffees (premium brands to own account) 

� Waterborne (seasonal) / game viewing activities as offered by the camps / lodges 

� Refreshments on game drives 

� Laundry 

� Seat on scheduled charter flight from andBeyond Xaranna Okavango Delta Camp to Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge (Our 

treat: Helicopter me to Sandibe Offer - helicopter transfer upgrade) 

� National Parks entrance fees 

� Transfers to/from lodge airstrips 

� Emergency medical evacuation insurance 

� Administration Fee 

What’s not included: 

� Scheduled flights to andBeyond Xaranna Okavango Delta Camp and from andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge 

� Gratuities and all items of a personal nature 

� Meals and drinks not specified above 

� Champagne, cognacs, cellar wines, cigars and cigarettes 

� Visas (please thoroughly check the requirements for the countries being visited prior to travel) 




